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Executive Summary 
The purpose of this Master thesis in Vehicle Engineering, is to study the road unevenness 

relation to road safety. The long term objective is to be able to prioritize which road section 

that is in the need of repair and maintenance prior to other road sections.  

 

This study focus on how close to an acceptable safety limit the vehicle is handled when it is 

run over different road surfaces.  This applies to straight road sections as well as cornering, 

where the road surface is uneven and bumps/pits occurs. No driver behaviour or random 

actions are analysed but these aspects will be included in the overall discussion. 
 

The method to analyse this is through computer simulation. From a Volvo S40 a computerised 

vehicle model has been developed in Matlab and the effect of different road unevenness has 

been implemented and analysed. Forces that are generated by the unevenness of the road are 

compared with the normal forces that a driver needs to correct the course based on the friction 

between tire and road surface. On this basis, a margin to the risk of losing the grip can be 

estimated. In this way it can be interpreted how a road section contributes more or less, 

compared to another section, to whether the vehicle is closer to a safe limit from a vehicle 

dynamic perspective. 

 

The vehicle model has been analysed at a speed of 70 km/h with the simplification that the 

irregularities can be described by sinusoidal shapes. For larger bumps or dips in the road the 

results show that both front and rear tires can absorb side forces so that stability can be 

achieved. If the grip would deteriorate due to gravel, ice, etc. there is a risk that the vehicle 

loses steering control and/or cord leading to damage of the tyre and consequently an accident 

will occur. For the analysed road unevenness in the form of bumps and pits the tires do not 

have any ability to absorb required side forces during an avoidance manoeuvre when 

travelling over the road due to the tyre model used. 

 

It is therefore important that a section with varying unevenness are analysed to determine a 

maximum speed so that the control of the vehicle during the whole distance can be maintained 

regardless of whether control needs to be done in connection with the unevenness. 

 

A recommendation of future work in this area is to develop this model to make it more robust 

and to update the input data with relevant data for one today representative car and to carry 

out a more detailed full-scale modelling with also lateral simulations. If the model was 

verified with measured normal forces for a test car that has travelled over various bumps and 

pits, this would also be valuable to confirm the validity of the model. There would also be 

improvements if available road profile is implemented in the analysis so that realistic 

examples can be analysed for better real-world analysis. 
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Sammanfattning 
Arbetet avser att, ur ett fordonsdynamiskt perspektiv, studera vägojämnhetens påverkan på 

trafiksäkerheten. Det långsiktiga målet med arbetet är att kunna prioritera vilka vägavsnitt 

som behöver repareras före andra.  

 

Studien behandlar hur nära en acceptabel säkerhetsgräns fordonet ligger rent 

fordonsdynamiskt när den färdas över vissa vägunderlag. Det gäller såväl på raksträckor som 

vid kurvtagning där vägytan har större ojämnheter (svackor) och gupp eller gropar. 

 

Metodiken som har använts är datasimulering. Utifrån en Volvo S40 har en fordonsmodell 

byggts upp i Matlab och inverkan av de olika typerna av vägojämnheter har sedan analyserats. 

Krafter som skapas från vägojämnheter jämförs sedan med de normalkrafter som en förare 

behöver för att korrigera kursen utifrån friktionen mellan däck och vägbana. Utifrån detta kan 

en manövermarginal uppskattas och på så sätt kan tolkning ske hur vida ett vägavsnitt bidrar 

mer eller mindre, jämfört med ett annat avsnitt, till att fordonet befinner sig närmare en 

trafiksäker gräns rent fordonsdynamiskt. 

 

Analysen har gjorts utifrån antagandet att fordonet har färdats med en hastighet på 70 km/h 

över de olika vägprofilerna. För större ojämnheter och svackor i vägbanan visar resultaten att 

både fram och bakdäck kan uppta de nödvändiga sidkrafterna för att stabilitet skall 

upprätthållas då goda vägförhållanden råder. Men skulle greppet försämras exempelvis av 

grus, halka etc. så föreligger risk att fordonet tappar styrförmåga och/eller får sladd. 

 

En begränsning i denna studie är att inga förarbeteenden eller slumpmässiga händelser 

kommer analyseras men däremot kommer dessa tas med i den övergripande diskussionen. 

Dessutom har ojämnheterna antagits vara beskrivna av sinus-funktioner och däcken har 

beskrivits av en modell som ej tar hänsyn till laterala egenskaper. 

 

För att kunna bestämma en maximal hastighet under vilken en kontroll över fordonet kan 

upprätthållas under hela sträckan oavsett manöver är det av vikt att ett vägavsnitt med 

varierande ojämnheter analyseras. 

 

För att vidareutveckla denna modell och göra den mer robust och aktuell rekommenderas att 

indata uppdateras med relevanta data för en idag representativ bil samt att modelleringen 

genomförs i full skala. Om modellen kan verifieras med uppmätta normalkrafter för en bil 

som har färdats över olika ojämnheter eller gupp vore det värdefullt. Att även implementera 

uppmätta vägprofiler så att realistiska exempel kan analyseras skulle dessutom ge ännu mer 

verklighetstrogna analyser. 
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1 Introduction 

 

Since over fifteen years, measurements of the road profiles in Sweden have been performed 

each year. The amounts of this data are comprehensive. With access to these data and also 

access to location specific accidents, the understanding of accident risk relationships might be 

improved. Uneven roads indicate substantial risk of accidents because a large part of the 

available friction needed to maintain the stability is lost [1]. 

 

If it would be possible to analyse different measured road sections and compare with respect 

to road safety different sections can be given priority to the needs of maintenance, rebuilding 

or speed limits. This work was made to develop a model where measured road unevenness, as 

shown in figure 1, can be implemented (in form of a mathematical function) and the safety 

can be evaluated for different velocities and steering actions (side forces) depending on the 

road conditions (tyre friction). 

 

External literature that have been used in order to achieve this can be found in the reference 

list and conductus of information such as; publication of vehicle dynamics, specific vehicle 

setup data, simulation reports of vehicle dynamics and estimates of frictions.  

 

 
Figure 1. Example of road unevenness (“of sinusoidal type”) on an exit from a Swedish highway [1]. 

 

2 Background 

The purpose of this thesis is to study the relation between road unevenness and road safety. 

The long term objective is to be able to prioritize which road section that is in the need of 

repairment and maintenance prior to other sections. No driver behaviour or random actions 

are analysed, but these aspects will be included in the overall discussion. 

 

This study focuses on how close to an acceptable safety limit the vehicle is when it is run over 

different road surfaces.  This applies to straight road sections as well when cornering, where 

the road surface is more uneven ("of sinusoidal type") and bumps or pits occurs. 
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The selected method is to use computer simulation. From a Volvo S40 the vehicle model has 

been developed in Matlab [2] and the effect of running in different road unevenness has been 

implemented and analysed. Forces that are generated by the unevenness of the road are 

compared with the normal forces that a driver needs to correct the course based on the 

required friction between tire and road surface. On this basis, a margin to the risk of losing the 

grip can be generated. In this way it can be interpreted how a road section contributes more or 

less, yet another section, to whether the vehicle is closer to a safe limit in a vehicle dynamic 

perspective. 

3 Methodology 

The methodology chosen for this work is to analysis with a computer model based on a data 

set from a Volvo V40 implemented in a model being constructed in Matlab in order to 

reproduce the vehicle’s movements over different road profiles. In this work there has been a 

limitation of available data from measured road profiles. Data available in required scale was 

not possible to get and therefore the road unevenness have been constructed by various 

structured sinusoidal curves. 

 

The sections of this chapter describe the elements of the methodology and the quantitative 

data that have been used. Based on the methodology and the data the results are presented in 

the following chapter 4. The methodology has also been visualised in a flowchart, se Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Figure 2. Flowchart of the methodology. 
 

It is of importance to analyse and evaluate the normal forces acting on the tires and therefore 

it motivates that vertical movements of the respective wheel are of interest. Simplifications 

are possible for a so-called quarter car model as described in the following section. For this 

model it has also been assumed that the road is not deformed under the influence of the forces 

against the wheels. 

 

3.1 The quarter car model 

Figure 3 shows the quarter car model with two degrees of freedom [3]. The model is 

constructed out of two coupled masses. Mass m, often called the sprung mass is the part of the 

chassis that has the weight of one wheel and is isolated against the masses of the wheel and 

the shaft. Mass mt is called the unsprung mass and involves the mass of the tire and the wheel. 

The tire suspension kt is often significantly stiffer than the body-spring stiffness k. 
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The system is affected by the ground (road) unevenness w and forces as well as vertical 

movement will occur in the centre of the masses.  

 
Figure 3. The quarter car model. 

 

By setting up the following equations the force balance in vertical direction (z) is obtained. 

 

      (1) 

      (2) 

Where c is the damping coefficient of the suspension and ct is the damping coefficient of the 

tire. 

 

The road profile (ground unevenness) w is expressed as follows. 

 

 

 

      (3) 

 

 

By using the solver ODE45 in Matlab for solving differential equations, the vertical 

movement, velocity and acceleration (force) of the vehicle and the tire are calculated for a 

certain road profile. The quarter model developed in Matlab is listed in Appendices B to F. 
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3.2 Vehicle data 

In order to implement a relevant dataset for the model, one of the Departments’ test cars were 

used and provided the data, see Table 1-3, for this analysis. The vehicle were a Volvo S40, 

see Figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 4. The Departments’ Volvo V40 test car. (Photo: Peter Bonde)  

 

Total vehicle mass 1400 kg 

Weight distribution, λ 0,407 

Total front mass 830 kg 

Total rear mass 570 kg 

Table 1. Vehicle data. 
 

Sprung mass, m 370,3 kg 

Damping coefficient in suspension, c See Table 4 

Spring stiffness suspension including 

the bushing (3 kN/m), k 

24 kN/m 

Spring stiffness bumpstop, kbump See Table 5 

Unsprung mass (tire & wheel), mt 44,7 kg 

Damping coefficient tire and wheel, ct 167 Ns/m 

Spring stiffness of tire & wheel  

(p=2,2 bar), kt 

210 kN/m 

Distance to bumpstop (compression) 0,105 m 

Table 2. Front suspension data. 

 

Sprung mass, m 247,7 kg 

Damping coefficient in suspension, c See Table 4 

Spring stiffness of suspension 

including the bushing (6 kN/m), k 

24,5 kN/m 

Spring stiffness bumpstop, kbump See Table 5 

Unsprung mass (tire & wheel), mt 37,3 kg 

Damping coefficient tire & wheel, ct 128 Ns/m 

Spring stiffness of tire & wheel     

(p=2 bar), kt 

190 kN/m 

Distance to bumpstop (compression) 0,095 m 
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Table 3. Rear suspension data. 

3.2.1 Damping coefficients 

Tire damping coefficient 

For the tire damping coefficient an engineering assessment has been made. The assumption 

made is that it is about 3% of the critical damping (ccr). 

 

(4) 

(5) 

 

 

 

Wheel suspension damping coefficient 

The damping coefficients for the front and rear wheel suspension have been calculated by 

Equation 6. The force for different intervals of the velocity both for the rebound and 

compression of the damper was calculated by using the Matlab program. A mean value was 

developed based on results from the right and left suspension and is presented in Table 4. The 

calculated results are presented in Appendix A as input data. Depending on the speed of the 

damper, abs(z’-z’t), and whether the movement is in rebound or compression, the Matlab 

program will identify the relevant damping coefficient to be used in the model when 

simulating the road unevenness.  

 

(6) 

 

 

 v [m/s] c [Ns/m] 

Front Rebound 0-0,05 12000 

0,05-0,13 5625 

0,13-0,5 1892 

0,5-0,98 2813 

0,98-1,4 4762 

 

Front Compression 0-0,05 4000 

0,05-0,25 1313 

0,25-0,5 550 

0,5-1 1000 

1-1,4 2000 

 

Rear Rebound 0-0,12 3438 

0,12-0,26 5089 

0,26-0,4 1429 

0,4-1,4 850 

 

Rear Compression 0-0,26 1298 

0,26-1 253 

1-1,44 398 
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Table 4. Calculated damping coefficients, c, from calculated velocities, v, of the damper. 

 

3.2.2 Spring stiffness bump stop 

The bump stop is modelled as a spring and from the graphs plotting the measured bump stops 

static spring characteristics, the stiffness can be calculated by Equation 7 [4],[5]. From the 

graphs, see Appendix A, a delta force (ΔF) was identified for each interval of displacement 

(Δx).  A mean value of the stiffness was calculated based on results from the right and left 

bump stop, see Table 5. Depending on the movement of the damper, (z-zt), and if the 

suspension spring will be fully compressed, the Matlab program will use the correct spring 

stiffness coefficient. This means that if the spring is fully compressed the total spring stiffness 

coefficient will consist of the bump stop and the bushing (see Table 2 and 3). In order to 

identify the distance when the spring is fully compressed measures were made on the front 

and rear suspension, see Figure 5 and 6. 

 

(7) 

 

 

 x [mm] kbump [N/m] 

Front 0-1 203000 

1-10 49445 

10-20 43450 

20-30 105250 

30-35 237000 

35-40 536000 

40-44 1337275 

44- →∞ 

 

Rear 0-20 61950 

20-30 118250 

30-35 225400 

35-37,5 428200 

37,5-40 743000 

40-41 1461500 

41- →∞ 
Table 5. Calculated spring stiffness of the bump stop, kbump, from measured movements, x. 
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Figure 5. Front wheel suspension including the bushing and the bump stop (orange). 

(Photo: Fredrik De la Gardie) 

 

 
Figure 6. Rear wheel suspension including the bushing and the bump stop (orange). 

(Photo: Fredrik De la Gardie) 
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3.3 Validation of the developed vehicle model 

In order to evaluate the chosen method and developed model a comparison was made with the 

results from a full vehicle model of a Volvo S40 modelled and simulated in both Abaqus and 

ADAMS/Car [6]. The velocity of the vehicle in the simulation is 10 m/s (36 km/h) and the 

used bump curve profile is shown in Figure 7. 

 

 
Figure 7. Bump curve profile [6]. 

 

Figure 8 shows the resulting normal force acting on the right front tire when travelling over 

the bump according to Figure 7. The first peak shows that the maximum acting force is about 

4480 N. The acting normal force, according to Figure 8, at steady state is approximately 4294 

N. This gives a mass distribution to the front wheels of 875 kg (4294N×2/g). The parameter 

for the mass of the vehicle in the Matlab program (Appendix B) has been adjusted to 875 kg 

in order to enable further comparisons in this work. 

 

 
Figure 8. Front tire force [6]. 
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Figure 9 show the model of the bump curve used in this work. Figure 10 show the result of 

running the quarter car model over the bump curve described in Figure 7 and velocity 10 m/s 

using the developed Matlab program (Appendix B). The resulting force acting on the front 

wheel after about 18 m is about 4470 N. Comparing with the results from Figure 8 (4480 N) it 

is concluded that the estimated force is  reasonable. Disturbances in Figure 10 could be 

explained by that the Matlab program needs to correct for disorders in the calculations and 

that the tire doesn’t have continuous contact with the bump curve profile.  

 

 
Figure 9. Bump curve profile modelled in this work. 

 

 
Figure 10. Calculated front tire force. 
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3.4 Different road unevenness 

This chapter will discuss the different used road unevenness in the study and how they have 

been constructed and what variables they consist of. Due to the limitation of available data 

from measured road profiles the road unevenness have been constructed by various structured 

sinusoidal shaped road irregularities and those described by bumps or pit holes.  
 

In the US a work have been performed in order to consolidate the knowledge of profiling 

roads and what can be done when evaluating and using the measured data [7]. This work has 

been conducted for educational purposes.  

 

3.4.1 Sinusoidally shaped road irregularities 

Figure 11 shows a schematic illustration of the quarter car model traveling over an 

sinusoidally shaped road unevenness. 

 

 
Figure 11. Layout of sinusoidally shaped road unevenness. 

 

The model of the road uses the following four variables in order to change the sinusoidally 

shaped road profile: 

• v – velocity of the vehicle [m/s] 

• s – distance of one “period” of the road [m] 

• n – number of periods 

• A – amplitude of the road [m] 

To illustrate this, an example of road profile is shown in Figure 12. It is obtained by 

implementing v=36 m/s (130 km/h), s=30 m, n=1 and A=0,05 m  
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Figure 12. Example of sinusoidally shaped road profile. 

 

3.4.2 Road irregularities described by bumps or pit holes 

Figure 13 shows a schematic illustration of the quarter car model traveling over a bump and a 

pit hole shaped road unevenness. These profiles are obtained the same way as the sinusoidally 

shaped road profile and can be varied by adjusting the input variables. In order to separately 

evaluate the impact of a bump or a pit hole a relatively long distance between them is set. 

 

 
Figure 13. Layout of bumps and pit hole shaped road irregularities. 

 

The model has the following four variables in order to change the profile: 

• v – velocity of the vehicle [m/s] 

• s – distance of one “period” of the bump or pit hole [m] 

• n – number of periods 

• A – amplitude of the road [m] 
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As an example by implementing the data v=36 m/s (130 km/h), s=5 m, n=1 and A=0,1 m the 

road profile according to Figure 14 will be obtained when plotting the profile in Matlab with 

the adjustment of adding two sinusoidal profiles, one with a positive amplitude and one with a 

negative amplitude. De distance between the bump and the pit hole is set to 25 m which 

assumed to be enough to evaluated the impacts separately. 

 

 
Figure 14. Example of road profile for bump and pit holes. 

 

The developed Matlab code is shown in Appendix E for the front wheels and in Appendix F 

for the rear wheels.  

3.5 Friction 

In order to evaluate the risk of stability problems when a certain lateral force will affect the 

vehicle, different friction levels between the road and the tire have been studied. From the 

friction estimation report [8] three different levels of the friction have been used, see Table 6. 

These levels correspond to different road surfaces, from dry asphalt to ice. 

 

High 0,9 

Intermediate 0,6 

Low 0,15 

Table 6. Studied lateral friction levels, μ, between tyre and road. 
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3.6 Lateral forces 

In order to assess the lateral forces acting on the vehicle when changing lane or take evasive 

actions reference measurements have been performed on the same type of vehicle being used 

in this study. The reassured lateral acceleration when travelling through the double change 

lane manoeuvre (Figure 15) at the velocity of 70 km/h is shown in Figure 16 [9]. As can be 

seen the measured lateral acceleration (“Lateral acceleration V40-test”) when changing lane is 

approximately 5 m/s
2
 which gives a lateral force of 7000 N (F=m×a) if we use the vehicle 

mass of 1400 kg (Table 1). This gives us that the sum of the tires of the vehicle must be able 

to resist a lateral force of 7000 N when the velocity is 70 km/h when changing lane. Given the 

mass distribution, λ, of 0,407 according to Table ,1 one front wheel must be able to resist a 

lateral force of approximately 2080 N and one rear wheel of approximately 1430 N if no roll 

motion is assumed. 

 

 
Figure 15. Description of a double lane change [9]. 

 

 

 
Figure 16. Measured and simulated lateral acceleration during a double lane change of the Volvo V40 

at a velocity of 70 km/h [9]. 
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4 Results 

4.1 Sinusoidally shaped irregularities of the road 

In order to estimate the model to the lateral forces that occur according to the double change 

lane manoeuvre [9] the following setup has been used, see Table 7. 

 

v 70 km/h 

s 30 m 

n 1 

A 0,2 m 

Table 7. Studied road profile data. 

4.1.1 Front wheel 

The road profile according to Figure 17 is used and the resulting normal force acting on the 

front wheel of the vehicle at 70 km/h is shown in Figure 18. The resulting normal force acting 

on the front wheel is about 2800 N when the wheel has just left the unevenness (after 80 m). 

By using the normal force acting on the front wheel and the different levels of friction from 

Table 6 available lateral forces are presented in Table 8. According to chapter 3.6 the front 

wheel must be able to resist a lateral force of 2080 N when changing lane and Table 8 gives 

the results when comparing it to available lateral force. Disturbances in Figure 18 could be 

explained by that the Matlab program needs to correct for disorders in the calculations and 

that the tire doesn’t have continuous contact with the bump curve profile. 

 

       
Figure 17. Used road profile.                              Figure 18. Resulting normal force from  

                                                                                              simulation. 

 

Lateral friction levels, μ Available lateral 

force, μ×2800 N 

Ratio available lateral force to required 

lateral force, (μ×2800 N)/2080 N 

High 0,9 2520 N 1,21 

Intermediate 0,6 1680 N 0,81 

Low 0,15 420 N 0,20 

Table 8. Results front wheel, 70 km/h. 
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4.1.2 Rear wheel 

The road profile according to Figure 19 is used and the resulting normal force acting on the 

rear wheel is shown in Figure 20. The resulting normal force acting on the rear wheel is about 

2300 N when the wheel has just left the unevenness (after 80 m). By using the normal force 

acting on the rear wheel and the different levels of friction from Table 6 available lateral 

forces are presented in Table 9. According to chapter 3.6 the rear wheel must be able to resist 

a lateral force of 1430 N when changing lane and Table 9 gives the results when comparing it 

to available lateral force. 

 

       
              Figure 19. Used road profile.                                 Figure 20. Resulting normal force from            

                                                                                              simulation. 

 

Lateral friction levels, μ Available lateral 

force, μ×2300 N 

Ratio available lateral force to required 

lateral force, (μ×2300 N)/1430 N 

High 0,9 2070 N 1,45 

Intermediate 0,6 1380 N 0,97 

Low 0,15 345 N 0,24 

Table 9. Results rear wheel, 70 km/h. 
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4.1.3 Rear wheel modified road profile 

By adjusting the length of the unevenness by 5 m to a total of 25 m, see Table 10, the 

following results are obtained. The resulting normal force acting on the rear wheel is about 

2000 N when the wheel has just left the unevenness (after 75 m), see figure 22. By using the 

normal force acting on the rear wheel and the different levels of friction from Table 6 

available lateral forces are presented in Table 11. According to chapter 3.6 the rear wheel 

must be able to resist a lateral force of 1430 N when changing lane and Table 11 gives the 

results when comparing it to available lateral force. 

 

v 70 km/h 

s 25 m 

n 1 

A 0,2 m 

Table 10. Studied road profile data. 

 

       
                  Figure 21. Used road profile.                             Figure 22. Resulting normal force from        

                                                                                              simulating. 

 

Lateral friction levels, μ Available lateral 

force, μ×2000 N 

Ratio available lateral force to required 

lateral force, (μ×2000 N)/1430 N 

High 0,9 1800 N 1,26 

Intermediate 0,6 1200 N 0,84 

Low 0,15 300 N 0,21 

Table 11. Results rear wheel, 70 km/h. 
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4.2 Road irregularity in shape of bumps or pit holes 

In order to estimate the model to the lateral forces that occur according to the double change 

lane manoeuvre [9] the following setup has been used so simulate road irregularity in shape of 

bumps and pit holes, see Table 12. 

 

v 70 km/h 

s 5 m 

n 1 

A 0,05 m 

Table 12. Studied road profile data. 

4.2.1 Front wheel 

The road profile according to Figure 23 is used and the resulting normal force acting on the 

front wheel is shown in Figure 24. The resulting minimal normal force acting on the front 

wheel is about 2000 N when the wheel is travelling over the bump and the pit hole. By using 

the normal force acting on the front wheel and the different levels of friction from Table 6 

available lateral forces are presented in Table 13. According to chapter 3.6 the front wheel 

must be able to resist a lateral force of 2080 N when changing lane and Table 13 gives the 

results when comparing it to available lateral force. 

 

       
Figure 23. Used road profile.                    Figure 24. Resulting normal force from 

simulation.  
 

Lateral friction levels, μ Available lateral 

force, μ×2000 N 

Ratio available lateral force to required 

lateral force, (μ×2000 N)/2080 N 

High 0,9 1800 N 0,87 

Intermediate 0,6 1600 N 0,77 

Low 0,15 300 N 0,14 

Table 13. Results front wheel, 70 km/h. 
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4.2.2 Rear wheel 

The road profile shown in Figure 25 is used and the resulting normal force acting on the rear 

wheel is shown in Figure 26. The resulting minimal normal force acting on the rear wheel is 

about 1500 N for the bump and about 800 N for the pit hole. By using the normal force acting 

on the rear wheel and the different levels of friction from Table 6 available lateral forces are 

presented in Table 14 for bumps and in Table 15 for pit hole. According to chapter 3.6 the 

rear wheel must be able to resist a lateral force of 1430 N when changing lane and Table 14 

and Table 15 gives the results when comparing it to available lateral force. 

 

       
Figure 25. Used road profile.                      Figure 26. Resulting normal force from 

simulation. 
 

Lateral friction levels, μ Available lateral 

force, μ×1500 N 

Ratio available lateral force to required 

lateral force, (μ×1500 N)/1430 N 

High 0,9 1350 N 0,94 

Intermediate 0,6 900 N 0,63 

Low 0,15 225 N 0,16 

Table 14. Bump - Results rear wheel over bump, 70 km/h. 

 

Lateral friction levels, μ Available lateral 

force, μ×800 N 

Ratio available lateral force to required 

lateral force, (μ×800 N)/1430 N 

High 0,9 720 N 0,5 

Intermediate 0,6 480 N 0,34 

Low 0,15 120 N 0,08 

Table 15. Pit hole - Results rear wheel, 70 km/h 
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5 Discussions and conclusions 

The purpose of this thesis is to study the relation between road unevenness and road safety. 

This study focuses on how close to an acceptable safety limit the vehicle is when it is run over 

different road surfaces.  

 

The model has been analysed with the vehicle travelling at a speed of 70 km/h over different 

road profiles with the assumption that the vehicle must have good grip so that an evasive 

action could be accomplished. For larger bumps  and pit holes in the road both front and rear 

tires are shown to get necessary side forces, so that stability can be achieved when good 

conditions prevail on the road surface. If the grip would deteriorate with gravel, ice, etc. there 

is a risk that the vehicle loses steering control and/or cord. For the analysed road unevenness 

in the form of bumps and pits the tires do not have any ability to absorb required side forces 

during an avoidance manoeuvre when travelling over the road due to the tyre model used. 

 

It is therefore important that a section with varying unevenness are analysed to determine a 

maximum speed so that the control of the vehicle during the whole road section can be 

maintained. 

 

In summary for certain road profiles and surfaces traveling with the velocity of 70 km/h an 

acceptable safety limit is not obtained and compensatory measures could be required, such as 

decreased velocity or eliminate the unevenness of the road. 

 

The results of this report apply only to the specific vehicle that where analysed with the 

chosen velocity and road unevenness. However the methodology can be useful for analysing 

other vehicles, velocities and road unevenness. 

5.1 Uncertainties 

The quarter-car model used in these analyses is basic to all vehicles and account for about 

75% of the vibrations presented on the vehicle [7]. Four-wheel vehicle models that includes 

pitch and roll motions add more to the picture, but generally cars can be more “tuned” to keep 

these types of vibrations far less significant. 

 

In order to estimate the tires damping coefficient an engineering assessment is made that the 

damping coefficient is approximately 3% of the relative damping. 

 

Some uncertainties can also occur in the data that were measured on the vehicle. For example, 

the damping coefficient of the wheel suspension and the spring stiffness of the bumpstop. 
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6 Recommendations to future work 

To develop this model and make it more robust and current is to update the input data with 

relevant data for one today representative car due to the road dynamic performance has 

improved over the years. 

 

Another recommendation is to carry out a full-scale modelling in Adams or similar modelling 

programs in order evaluate the simplifications that were made by using a quarter car model. 

 

If you could verify the model with measured normal forces for a test car that has travelled 

over various bumps and pit holes, the validity of the results would be improved. If measured 

road profile were implemented more realistic examples can be analysed for better real-world 

analysis. 
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Appendix A - Input data 

 
 v [m/s] Fright [N] cright [Ns/m] Fleft [N] cleft [Ns/m] cmean [Ns/m] 

Front Rebound 0-0,05 0-500 10000 0-700 14000 12000 

0,05-0,13 500-1000 6250 700-1100 5000 5625 

0,13-0,5 1000-1700 1892 1100-1800 1892 1892 

0,5-0,98 1700-3100 2917 1800-3100 2708 2813 

0,98-1,4 3100-5200 5000 3100-5000 4524 4762 

 

Front Compression 0-0,05 0-200 4000 0-200 4000 4000 

0,05-0,25 200-475 1375 200-450 1250 1313 

0,25-0,5 475-600 500 450-600 600 550 

0,5-1 600-1100 1000 600-1100 1000 1000 

1-1,4 1100-1850 1875 1100-1950 2125 2000 

 

Rear Rebound 0-0,12 0-425 3542 0-400 3333 3438 

0,12-0,26 425-1125 5000 400-1125 5179 5089 

0,26-0,4 1125-1300 1250 1125-1350 1607 1429 

0,4-1,4 1300-2150 850 1350-2200 850 850 

 

Rear Compression 0-0,26 0-350 1346 0-325 1250 1298 

0,26-1 350-525 237 325-525 270 253 

1-1,44 525-700 398 525-700 398 398 

Table A.1. Damping coefficient wheel suspension. 

 

 
 x [mm] Fright [N] kbump right [N/m] Fleftt [N] kbump left [N/m] kbump mean [N/m] 

Front 0-1 0-190 190000 0-126 216000 203000 

 1-10 190-620 47778 216-676 51111 49445 

10-20 620-1030 41000 676-1135 45900 43450 

20-30 1030-2000 97000 1135-2270 113500 105250 

30-35 2000-3100 220000 2270-3540 254000 237000 

35-40 3100-5500 480000 3540-6500 592000 536000 

40-44 5500-10000 1216216 6500-10000 1458333 1337275 

44- 10000- →∞ 10000- →∞ →∞ 

 

Rear 0-20 0-1200 60000 0-1278 63900 61950 

 20-30 1200-2343 114300 1278-2500 122200 118250 

30-35 2343-3486 228600 2500-3611 222200 225400 

35-37,5 3486-4571 434000 3611-4667 422400 428200 

37,5-40 4571-6286 686000 4667-6667 800000 743000 

40-41 6286-7543 1257000 6667-8333 1666000 1461500 

41- 7543- →∞ 7543- →∞ →∞ 

Table A.2. Spring stiffness bump stop. 
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Figure A.1. Bump stop data, front right side [4].
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Figure A.2. Bump stop data, front left side [4].
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Figure A.3. Bump stop data, rear right side [5].
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Figure A.4. Bump stop data, rear left side [5]. 
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Appendix B - Matlab Program, quarter car model 

 
%main program for quarter car model comparison to ref 6 
%Fredrik De la Gardie fredrik@delagardie.com 
%road profile sinus 

  
close all; 
clear all; 
clc; 

  
global m mt k k_front_spring k_front_bushing kt c ct v s n L T f omega A w 

z_acc 
global zt_acc w_vector t_vector delta_k_vector delta_kt_vector bumpstop 

dx_bump k_vector 

  
k_vector=[]; 
delta_kt_vector=[]; 
delta_k_vector=[]; 
t_vector=[]; 
w_vector=[]; 
z_acc=[]; 
zt_acc=[]; 

  
%%%%%VEHICLE 

DATA%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
mt = 44.7;                              %mass of one wheel [kg] 
m = (875)/2-mt;                           %mass of 1/4 of vehicle [kg] 
g = 9.81;                               %gravity 
k_front_spring = 21000; 
k_front_bushing = 3000; 
k = k_front_spring + k_front_bushing;   %spring coefficient, wheel 

suspension [N/m] 
kt = 210000;                            %spring coefficient, tyre [N/m] 

(p=2 bar) 
%c = 2400;                              %damper coefficient, wheel 

suspension [Ns/m] 
ct = 167;                               %damper coefficient, tyre [Ns/m] 
bumpstop = 0.105;                       %distance when spring interacts 

with bumpstop [m] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
%%%%%VARIABLES FOR CHANGING THE ROAD PROFILE AND THE VELOCITY OF THE 

VEHICLE%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
v = 10*3.6/3.6;                %velocity of the vehicle [m/s] 
s = 18;                     %distance of one "period" of the road [m] 
n = 1;                      %number of periods 
A = -0.059/2;                   %amplitude of the road [m] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 

  
L=16;                       %distance before and after the road disturbance 

[m] 
T=s/v;                      %period time of the road [s] 
f=1/T;                      %frequency of the road [1/s] 
omega=(2*pi*f);             %angel frequency of the road [rad/s] 

  
tend=(L+n*s+L)/v;           %time to calculate [s] 
tin=[0 tend];               %time vector 
uin=[0 0 0 0];%[-(m*g/k+(m+mt)*g/kt) 0 -(m+mt)*g/kt 0];      %initial 

vector z=u(1); zp=u(2); zt=u(3); ztp=u(4); 

  
[Tout Uout]=ode45('quartervehiclemodel_under_dog_ref2',tin,uin);  

%calculations of ode45, Uout = [z zp zt ztp] 

  
z = Uout(:,1);              %displacement of chassis 
z_prim = Uout(:,2);         %velocity of chassis 
zt = Uout(:,3);             %displacement of tyre 
zt_prim = Uout(:,4);        %velocity of tyre 

  
figure (1) 
plot(t_vector,w_vector);                %plotting road disturbance w(t) 
axis([0 tend 0 0.6]); 
xlabel('time [s]'); 
ylabel('distance [m]'); 
title(['road profile, w(t), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

  
s_vector=t_vector*v; 

  
figure (2) 
plot(s_vector,w_vector);                %plotting road disturbance w(s) 
axis([16 34 0 0.06]); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('distance [m]'); 
title(['road profile, w(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

  
figure (3) 
plot(Tout*v,z);                         %plotting displacement of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
plot(Tout*v,zt,'r'); 
hold on 
plot(Tout*v,z-zt,'g') 
axis([0 tend*v -0.5 0.5]); 
legend('z (chassis)','z_t (tyre)','z-z_t'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('displacement [m]'); 
title(['displacement of chassis and tyre, s(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 

'km/h']) 
grid on 

  
figure (4) 
plot(Tout*v,z_prim);                         %plotting velocity of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
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plot(Tout*v,zt_prim,'r'); 
axis([0 tend*v -1 1]); 
legend('v_z (chassis)','v_z_t (tyre)'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('velocity [m/s]'); 
title(['velocity of chassis and tyre, v(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']) 
grid on 

  
figure (5) 
plot(s_vector,z_acc);                   %plotting accelerations of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
plot(s_vector,zt_acc,'r'); 
axis([0 tend*v -100 100]); 
legend('a_z (chassis)','a_z_t (tyre)'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('acceleration [m/s^2]'); 
title(['acceleration of chassis and tyre, a(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 

'km/h']) 
grid on 

  

  
%Ntot = delta_k_vector*k + delta_kt_vector*kt; 
Ntot = z_acc*m + zt_acc*mt + g*(m+mt); 
figure (6) 
plot(s_vector,Ntot);                %plotting force F(s) 
axis([14 40 4000 4700]); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('Normal Force [N]'); 
title(['Front normal tire force, F(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

 
%equations for calculating ode45 for for quarter vehicle model comparison 

to ref 2 
%Fredrik De la Gardie m00_dek@m.kth.se 

  
function st = quartervehiclemodel_under_dog_ref2(t,u) 

  
global m mt k k_front_spring k_front_bushing kt c ct v s n L T f omega A w 

z_acc zt_acc 
global w_vector t_vector delta_k_vector delta_kt_vector bumpstop dx_bump 

k_vector 

  
c_rebound=[12000 5625 1892 2813 4762];      %damper coefficient rebound, 

wheel suspension [Ns/m] 
v_rebound=[0 0.05 0.13 0.5 0.98 1.4];       %damper velocity rebound [m/s] 
c_comp=[4000 1313 550 1000 2000];           %damper coefficient 

compression, wheel suspension [Ns/m] 
v_comp=[0 0.05 0.25 0.5 1 1.4];             %damper velocity compression 

[m/s] 

  
dx_bump=[0 -0.001 -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0.035 -0.04]-bumpstop; 
k_bump=[203000 49445 43450 105250 237000 536000 2000000]; 

  
z=u(1); zp=u(2); zt=u(3); ztp=u(4); %initial values 
%z = displacement of chassis 
%zp = velocity of chassis 
%zt = displacement of tyre 
%ztp = velocity of tyre 
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dz=z-zt; 
if dz <= -bumpstop 
    if dz <= dx_bump(1) && dz > dx_bump(2) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(1); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(2) && dz > dx_bump(3) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(2); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(3) && dz > dx_bump(4) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(3); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(4) && dz > dx_bump(5) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(4); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(5) && dz > dx_bump(6) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(5); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(6) && dz > dx_bump(7) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(6); 
    else 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(7); 
    end 

         
else 
    k=k_front_spring+k_front_bushing; 
end 

  
v_diff=abs(zp-ztp); 

  
if z-zt >= 0                        %rebound 
    if v_diff >= v_rebound(1) && v_diff < v_rebound(2) 
        c=c_rebound(1); 
    elseif v_diff >= v_rebound(2) && v_diff < v_rebound(3) 
        c=c_rebound(2);     
    elseif v_diff >= v_rebound(3) && v_diff < v_rebound(4) 
        c=c_rebound(3);  
    elseif v_diff >= v_rebound(4) && v_diff < v_rebound(5) 
        c=c_rebound(4);  
    else 
        c=c_rebound(5);  
    end 

         
else                                %compression 
    if v_diff >= v_comp(1) && v_diff <= v_comp(2) 
        c=c_comp(1); 
    elseif v_diff >= v_comp(2) && v_diff <= v_comp(3) 
        c=c_comp(2);     
    elseif v_diff >= v_comp(3) && v_diff <= v_comp(4) 
        c=c_comp(3);  
    elseif v_diff >= v_comp(4) && v_diff <= v_comp(5) 
        c=c_comp(4);  
    else 
        c=c_comp(5);  
    end 

     
end     %end of if rebound or compression  

  

  
if v*t<L || v*t>(L+n*s)  
    w = A-A; 
    wp = 0; 
else  
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    w = A*sin(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s)-A;                    %road 

disturbance [m] 
    wp = omega*A*cos(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s);             %derivate of road 

disturbance [m/s] 
end 

  

  
zpp = (c*(ztp-zp)+k*(zt-z))/m; 
ztpp = (ct*(wp-ztp)+kt*(w-zt)+c*(zp-ztp)+k*(z-zt))/mt; 

  
st = [zp zpp ztp ztpp]';                    %vector output 

  
k_vector=[k_vector; k]; 
delta_k_vector=[delta_k_vector; z-zt]; 
delta_kt_vector=[delta_kt_vector; zt-w]; 
t_vector=[t_vector; t]; 
w_vector=[w_vector; w];                     %road disturbance saves 
z_acc=[z_acc; st(2)];                       %acceleration z saves 
zt_acc=[zt_acc; st(4)];                     %acceleration zt saves 
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Appendix C - Matlab Program, quarter car model for front 
wheel and sinusoidal road profile 

%main program for quarter vehicle model front wheel 
%Fredrik De la Gardie fredrik@delagardie.com 
%road profile sinus 

  
close all; 
clear all; 
clc; 

  
global m mt k k_front_spring k_front_bushing kt c ct v s n L T f omega A w 

z_acc 
global zt_acc w_vector t_vector delta_k_vector delta_kt_vector bumpstop 

dx_bump k_vector 

  
k_vector=[]; 
delta_kt_vector=[]; 
delta_k_vector=[]; 
t_vector=[]; 
w_vector=[]; 
z_acc=[]; 
zt_acc=[]; 

  
%%%%%VEHICLE 

DATA%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
mt = 44.7;                              %mass of wheel [kg] 
m = 830/2-mt;                           %mass of 1/4 of vehicle [kg] 
g = 9.81;                               %gravity 
k_front_spring = 21000; 
k_front_bushing = 3000; 
k = k_front_spring + k_front_bushing;   %spring coefficient, wheel 

suspension [N/m] 
kt = 210000;                            %spring coefficient, tyre [N/m] 

(p=2,2 bar) 
%c = 2400;                              %damper coefficient, wheel 

suspension [Ns/m] 
ct = 167;                                 %damper coefficient, tyre [Ns/m] 
bumpstop = 0.105;                       %distance when spring interacts 

with bumpstop [m] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
%%%%%VARIABLES FOR CHANGING THE ROAD PROFILE AND THE VELOCITY OF THE 

VEHICLE%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
v = 70/3.6;                %velocity of the vehicle [m/s] 
s = 30;                     %distance of one "period" of the road [m] 
n = 1;                      %number of periods 
A = 0.2/2;                   %amplitude of the road [m] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 

  
L=50;                       %distance before and after the road disturbance 

[m] 
T=s/v;                      %period time of the road [s] 
f=1/T;                      %frequency of the road [1/s] 
omega=(2*pi*f);             %angel frequency of the road [rad/s] 

  
tend=(L+n*s+L)/v;           %time to calculate [s] 
tin=[0 tend];               %time vector 
uin=[0 0 0 0];%[-(m*g/k+(m+mt)*g/kt) 0 -(m+mt)*g/kt 0];      %initial 

vector z=u(1); zp=u(2); zt=u(3); ztp=u(4); 

  
[Tout Uout]=ode45('quartervehiclemodel_under_dog_front',tin,uin);  

%calculations of ode45, Uout = [z zp zt ztp] 

  
z = Uout(:,1);              %displacement of chassis 
z_prim = Uout(:,2);         %velocity of chassis 
zt = Uout(:,3);             %displacement of tyre 
zt_prim = Uout(:,4);        %velocity of tyre 

  
figure (1) 
plot(t_vector,w_vector);                %plotting road disturbance w(t) 
axis([0 tend -0.4 0.4]); 
xlabel('time [s]'); 
ylabel('distance [m]'); 
title(['road profile, w(t), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

  
s_vector=t_vector*v; 

  
figure (2) 
plot(s_vector,w_vector);                %plotting road disturbance w(s) 
axis([0 tend*v -0.4 0.4]); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('distance [m]'); 
title(['road profile, w(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

  
figure (3) 
plot(Tout*v,z);                         %plotting displacement of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
plot(Tout*v,zt,'r'); 
hold on 
plot(Tout*v,z-zt,'g') 
axis([0 tend*v -0.5 0.5]); 
legend('z (chassis)','z_t (tyre)','z-z_t'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('displacement [m]'); 
title(['displacement of chassis and tyre, s(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 

'km/h']) 
grid on 

  
figure (4) 
plot(Tout*v,z_prim);                         %plotting velocity of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
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plot(Tout*v,zt_prim,'r'); 
axis([0 tend*v -1 1]); 
legend('v_z (chassis)','v_z_t (tyre)'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('velocity [m/s]'); 
title(['velocity of chassis and tyre, v(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']) 
grid on 

  
figure (5) 
plot(s_vector,z_acc);                   %plotting accelerations of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
plot(s_vector,zt_acc,'r'); 
axis([0 tend*v -100 100]); 
legend('a_z (chassis)','a_z_t (tyre)'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('acceleration [m/s^2]'); 
title(['acceleration of chassis and tyre, a(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 

'km/h']) 
grid on 

  

  
%Ntot = delta_k_vector*k + delta_kt_vector*kt; 
Ntot = z_acc*m + zt_acc*mt + g*(m+mt); 
figure (6) 
plot(s_vector,Ntot);                %plotting force F(s) 
axis([0 tend*v 2000 6000]); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('Normal Force [N] a front wheel'); 
title(['Force, F(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

 
%equations for calculating ode45 for a quarter vehicle model front wheel 
%Fredrik De la Gardie m00_dek@m.kth.se 

  
function st = quartervehiclemodel_under_dog_front(t,u) 

  
global m mt k k_front_spring k_front_bushing kt c ct v s n L T f omega A w 

z_acc 
global zt_acc w_vector t_vector delta_k_vector delta_kt_vector bumpstop 

dx_bump k_vector 

  
c_rebound=[12000 5625 1892 2813 4762];      %damper coefficient rebound, 

wheel suspension [Ns/m] 
v_rebound=[0 0.05 0.13 0.5 0.98 1.4];       %damper velocity rebound [m/s] 
c_comp=[4000 1313 550 1000 2000];           %damper coefficient 

compression, wheel suspension [Ns/m] 
v_comp=[0 0.05 0.25 0.5 1 1.4];             %damper velocity compression 

[m/s] 

  
dx_bump=[0 -0.001 -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0.035 -0.04]-bumpstop; 
k_bump=[203000 49445 43450 105250 237000 536000 2000000]; 

  
z=u(1); zp=u(2); zt=u(3); ztp=u(4); %initial values 
%z = displacement of chassis 
%zp = velocity of chassis 
%zt = displacement of tyre 
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%ztp = velocity of tyre 

  
dz=z-zt; 
if dz <= -bumpstop 
    if dz <= dx_bump(1) && dz > dx_bump(2) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(1); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(2) && dz > dx_bump(3) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(2); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(3) && dz > dx_bump(4) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(3); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(4) && dz > dx_bump(5) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(4); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(5) && dz > dx_bump(6) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(5); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(6) && dz > dx_bump(7) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(6); 
    else 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(7); 
    end 

         
else 
    k=k_front_spring+k_front_bushing; 
end 

  
v_diff=abs(zp-ztp); 

  
if z-zt >= 0                        %rebound 
    if v_diff >= v_rebound(1) && v_diff < v_rebound(2) 
        c=c_rebound(1); 
    elseif v_diff >= v_rebound(2) && v_diff < v_rebound(3) 
        c=c_rebound(2);     
    elseif v_diff >= v_rebound(3) && v_diff < v_rebound(4) 
        c=c_rebound(3);  
    elseif v_diff >= v_rebound(4) && v_diff < v_rebound(5) 
        c=c_rebound(4);  
    else 
        c=c_rebound(5);  
    end 

         
else                                %compression 
    if v_diff >= v_comp(1) && v_diff <= v_comp(2) 
        c=c_comp(1); 
    elseif v_diff >= v_comp(2) && v_diff <= v_comp(3) 
        c=c_comp(2);     
    elseif v_diff >= v_comp(3) && v_diff <= v_comp(4) 
        c=c_comp(3);  
    elseif v_diff >= v_comp(4) && v_diff <= v_comp(5) 
        c=c_comp(4);  
    else 
        c=c_comp(5);  
    end 

     
end     %end of if rebound or compression  

  

  
if v*t<L || v*t>(L+n*s)  
    w = A-A; 
    wp = 0; 
else  
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    w = A*sin(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s)-A;                    %road 

disturbance [m] 
    wp = omega*A*cos(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s);             %derivate of road 

disturbance [m/s] 
end 

  

  
zpp = (c*(ztp-zp)+k*(zt-z))/m; 
ztpp = (ct*(wp-ztp)+kt*(w-zt)+c*(zp-ztp)+k*(z-zt))/mt; 

  
st = [zp zpp ztp ztpp]';                    %vector output 

  
k_vector=[k_vector; k]; 
delta_k_vector=[delta_k_vector; z-zt]; 
delta_kt_vector=[delta_kt_vector; zt-w]; 
t_vector=[t_vector; t]; 
w_vector=[w_vector; w];                     %road disturbance saves 
z_acc=[z_acc; st(2)];                       %acceleration z saves 
zt_acc=[zt_acc; st(4)];                     %acceleration zt saves 
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Appendix D - Matlab Program, quarter car model for rear 
wheel and sinusoidal road profile 

%main program for quarter vehicle model rear wheel 
%Fredrik De la Gardie fredrik@delagardie.com 
%road profile sinus 

  
close all; 
clear all; 
clc; 

  
global m mt k k_rear_spring k_rear_bushing kt c ct v s n L T f omega A w 

z_acc 
global zt_acc w_vector t_vector delta_k_vector delta_kt_vector bumpstop 

dx_bump k_vector 

  
k_vector=[]; 
delta_kt_vector=[]; 
delta_k_vector=[]; 
t_vector=[]; 
w_vector=[]; 
z_acc=[]; 
zt_acc=[]; 

  
%%%%%VEHICLE 

DATA%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
mt = 37.3;                              %mass of one wheel [kg] 
m = 570/2-mt;                           %mass of 1/4 of vehicle [kg] 
g = 9.81;                               %gravity 
k_rear_spring = 18500; 
k_rear_bushing = 6000; 
k = k_rear_spring + k_rear_bushing;     %spring coefficient, wheel 

suspension [N/m] 
kt = 190000;                            %spring coefficient, tyre [N/m] 

(p=2 bar) 
%c = 2400;                              %damper coefficient, wheel 

suspension [Ns/m] 
ct = 128;                                 %damper coefficient, tyre [Ns/m] 
bumpstop = 0.095;                       %distance when spring interacts 

with bumpstop [m] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
%%%%%VARIABLES FOR CHANGING THE ROAD PROFILE AND THE VELOCITY OF THE 

VEHICLE%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
v = 70/3.6;                %velocity of the vehicle [m/s] 
s = 30;                     %distance of one "period" of the road [m] 
n = 1;                      %number of periods 
A = 0.2/2;                   %amplitude of the road [m] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 

  
L=50;                       %distance before and after the road disturbance 

[m] 
T=s/v;                      %period time of the road [s] 
f=1/T;                      %frequency of the road [1/s] 
omega=(2*pi*f);             %angel frequency of the road [rad/s] 

  
tend=(L+n*s+L)/v;           %time to calculate [s] 
tin=[0 tend];               %time vector 
uin=[0 0 0 0];%[-(m*g/k+(m+mt)*g/kt) 0 -(m+mt)*g/kt 0];      %initial 

vector z=u(1); zp=u(2); zt=u(3); ztp=u(4); 

  
[Tout Uout]=ode45('quartervehiclemodel_under_dog_rear',tin,uin);  

%calculations of ode45, Uout = [z zp zt ztp] 

  
z = Uout(:,1);              %displacement of chassis 
z_prim = Uout(:,2);         %velocity of chassis 
zt = Uout(:,3);             %displacement of tyre 
zt_prim = Uout(:,4);        %velocity of tyre 

  
figure (1) 
plot(t_vector,w_vector);                %plotting road disturbance w(t) 
axis([0 tend -0.4 0.4]); 
xlabel('time [s]'); 
ylabel('distance [m]'); 
title(['road profile, w(t), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

  
s_vector=t_vector*v; 

  
figure (2) 
plot(s_vector,w_vector);                %plotting road disturbance w(s) 
axis([0 tend*v -0.4 0.4]); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('distance [m]'); 
title(['road profile, w(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

  
figure (3) 
plot(Tout*v,z);                         %plotting displacement of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
plot(Tout*v,zt,'r'); 
hold on 
plot(Tout*v,z-zt,'g') 
axis([0 tend*v -0.5 0.5]); 
legend('z (chassis)','z_t (tyre)','z-z_t'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('displacement [m]'); 
title(['displacement of chassis and tyre, s(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 

'km/h']) 
grid on 

  
figure (4) 
plot(Tout*v,z_prim);                         %plotting velocity of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
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plot(Tout*v,zt_prim,'r'); 
axis([0 tend*v -1 1]); 
legend('v_z (chassis)','v_z_t (tyre)'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('velocity [m/s]'); 
title(['velocity of chassis and tyre, v(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']) 
grid on 

  
figure (5) 
plot(s_vector,z_acc);                   %plotting accelerations of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
plot(s_vector,zt_acc,'r'); 
axis([0 tend*v -100 100]); 
legend('a_z (chassis)','a_z_t (tyre)'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('acceleration [m/s^2]'); 
title(['acceleration of chassis and tyre, a(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 

'km/h']) 
grid on 

  

  
%Ntot = delta_k_vector*k + delta_kt_vector*kt; 
Ntot = z_acc*m + zt_acc*mt + g*(m+mt); 
figure (6) 
plot(s_vector,Ntot);                %plotting force F(s) 
axis([0 tend*v 2000 4000]); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('Normal Force [N] a rear wheel'); 
title(['Force, F(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

 

 
%equations for calculating ode45 for a quarter vehicle model rear wheel 
%Fredrik De la Gardie m00_dek@m.kth.se 

  
function st = quartervehiclemodel_under_dog_rear(t,u) 

  
global m mt k k_rear_spring k_rear_bushing kt c ct v s n L T f omega A w 

z_acc 
global zt_acc w_vector t_vector delta_k_vector delta_kt_vector bumpstop 

dx_bump k_vector 

  
c_rebound=[3438 5089 1429 850];     %damper coefficient rebound, wheel 

suspension [Ns/m] 
v_rebound=[0 0.12 0.26 0.4 1.4];    %damper velocity rebound [m/s] 
c_comp=[1298 253 398];              %damper coefficient compression, wheel 

suspension [Ns/m] 
v_comp=[0 0.26 1 1.44];             %damper velocity compression [m/s] 

  
dx_bump=[0 -0.02 -0.03 -0.035 -0.0375 -0.04 -0.041]-bumpstop; 
k_bump=[61950 118250 225400 428200 743000 1461500]; 

  
z=u(1); zp=u(2); zt=u(3); ztp=u(4); %initial values 
%z = displacement of chassis 
%zp = velocity of chassis 
%zt = displacement of tyre 
%ztp = velocity of tyre 
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dz=z-zt; 
if dz <= -bumpstop 
    if dz <= dx_bump(1) && dz > dx_bump(2) 
        k=k_rear_bushing + k_bump(1); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(2) && dz > dx_bump(3) 
        k=k_rear_bushing + k_bump(2); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(3) && dz > dx_bump(4) 
        k=k_rear_bushing + k_bump(3); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(4) && dz > dx_bump(5) 
        k=k_rear_bushing + k_bump(4); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(5) && dz > dx_bump(6) 
        k=k_rear_bushing + k_bump(5); 
    else 
        k=k_rear_bushing + k_bump(6); 
    end 

         
else 
    k=k_rear_spring+k_rear_bushing; 
end 

  
v_diff=abs(zp-ztp); 

  
if z-zt >= 0                        %rebound 
    if v_diff >= v_rebound(1) && v_diff < v_rebound(2) 
        c=c_rebound(1); 
    elseif v_diff >= v_rebound(2) && v_diff < v_rebound(3) 
        c=c_rebound(2);     
    elseif v_diff >= v_rebound(3) && v_diff < v_rebound(4) 
        c=c_rebound(3);  
    else 
        c=c_rebound(4);  
    end 

         
else                                %compression 
    if v_diff >= v_comp(1) && v_diff <= v_comp(2) 
        c=c_comp(1); 
    elseif v_diff >= v_comp(2) && v_diff <= v_comp(3) 
        c=c_comp(2);     
    else 
        c=c_comp(3);  
    end 

     
end     %end of if rebound or compression  

  

  
if v*t<L || v*t>(L+n*s)  
    w = A-A; 
    wp = 0; 
else  
    w = A*sin(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s)-A;                    %road 

disturbance [m] 
    wp = omega*A*cos(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s);             %derivate of road 

disturbance [m/s] 
end 

  

  
zpp = (c*(ztp-zp)+k*(zt-z))/m; 
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ztpp = (ct*(wp-ztp)+kt*(w-zt)+c*(zp-ztp)+k*(z-zt))/mt; 

  
st = [zp zpp ztp ztpp]';                    %vector output 

  
k_vector=[k_vector; k]; 
delta_k_vector=[delta_k_vector; z-zt]; 
delta_kt_vector=[delta_kt_vector; zt-w]; 
t_vector=[t_vector; t]; 
w_vector=[w_vector; w];                     %road disturbance saves 
z_acc=[z_acc; st(2)];                       %acceleration z saves 
zt_acc=[zt_acc; st(4)];                     %acceleration zt saves 
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Appendix E - Matlab Program, quarter car model for front 
wheel and bumps and pit holes 

%main program for quarter vehicle model front wheel 
%Fredrik De la Gardie fredrik@delagardie.com 
%road profile sinus bumps/pit holes 

  
close all; 
clear all; 
clc; 

  
global m mt k k_front_spring k_front_bushing kt c ct v s n L T f omega A w 

z_acc 
global zt_acc w_vector t_vector delta_k_vector delta_kt_vector bumpstop 

dx_bump k_vector 

  
k_vector=[]; 
delta_kt_vector=[]; 
delta_k_vector=[]; 
t_vector=[]; 
w_vector=[]; 
z_acc=[]; 
zt_acc=[]; 

  
%%%%%VEHICLE 

DATA%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
mt = 44.7;                              %mass of wheel [kg] 
m = 830/2-mt;                           %mass of 1/4 of vehicle [kg] 
g = 9.81;                               %gravity 
k_front_spring = 21000; 
k_front_bushing = 3000; 
k = k_front_spring + k_front_bushing;   %spring coefficient, wheel 

suspension [N/m] 
kt = 210000;                            %spring coefficient, tyre [N/m] 

(p=2,2 bar) 
%c = 2400;                              %damper coefficient, wheel 

suspension [Ns/m] 
ct = 167;                                 %damper coefficient, tyre [Ns/m] 
bumpstop = 0.105;                       %distance when spring interacts 

with bumpstop [m] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
%%%%%VARIABLES FOR CHANGING THE ROAD PROFILE AND THE VELOCITY OF THE 

VEHICLE%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
v = 70/3.6;                %velocity of the vehicle [m/s] 
s = 5;                     %distance of one "period" of the road [m] 
n = 1;                      %number of periods 
A = 0.05/2;                   %amplitude of the road [m] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 

  
L=20;                       %distance before and after the road disturbance 

[m] 
T=s/v;                      %period time of the road [s] 
f=1/T;                      %frequency of the road [1/s] 
omega=(2*pi*f);             %angel frequency of the road [rad/s] 

  
tend=(L+n*s+L+n*s+L+n*s+L)/v;           %time to calculate [s] 
tin=[0 tend];               %time vector 
uin=[0 0 0 0];%[-(m*g/k+(m+mt)*g/kt) 0 -(m+mt)*g/kt 0];      %initial 

vector z=u(1); zp=u(2); zt=u(3); ztp=u(4); 

  
[Tout Uout]=ode45('quartervehiclemodel_under_dog_front',tin,uin);  

%calculations of ode45, Uout = [z zp zt ztp] 

  
z = Uout(:,1);              %displacement of chassis 
z_prim = Uout(:,2);         %velocity of chassis 
zt = Uout(:,3);             %displacement of tyre 
zt_prim = Uout(:,4);        %velocity of tyre 

  
figure (1) 
plot(t_vector,w_vector);                %plotting road disturbance w(t) 
axis([0 tend -0.4 0.4]); 
xlabel('time [s]'); 
ylabel('distance [m]'); 
title(['road profile, w(t), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

  
s_vector=t_vector*v; 

  
figure (2) 
plot(s_vector,w_vector);                %plotting road disturbance w(s) 
axis([45 tend*v -0.4 0.4]); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('distance [m]'); 
title(['road profile, w(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

  
figure (3) 
plot(Tout*v,z);                         %plotting displacement of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
plot(Tout*v,zt,'r'); 
hold on 
plot(Tout*v,z-zt,'g') 
axis([0 tend*v -0.5 0.5]); 
legend('z (chassis)','z_t (tyre)','z-z_t'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('displacement [m]'); 
title(['displacement of chassis and tyre, s(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 

'km/h']) 
grid on 

  
figure (4) 
plot(Tout*v,z_prim);                         %plotting velocity of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
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plot(Tout*v,zt_prim,'r'); 
axis([0 tend*v -1 1]); 
legend('v_z (chassis)','v_z_t (tyre)'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('velocity [m/s]'); 
title(['velocity of chassis and tyre, v(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']) 
grid on 

  
figure (5) 
plot(s_vector,z_acc);                   %plotting accelerations of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
plot(s_vector,zt_acc,'r'); 
axis([0 tend*v -100 100]); 
legend('a_z (chassis)','a_z_t (tyre)'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('acceleration [m/s^2]'); 
title(['acceleration of chassis and tyre, a(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 

'km/h']) 
grid on 

  

  
%Ntot = delta_k_vector*k + delta_kt_vector*kt; 
Ntot = z_acc*m + zt_acc*mt + g*(m+mt); 
figure (6) 
plot(s_vector,Ntot);                %plotting force F(s) 
axis([45 tend*v 1000 8000]); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('Normal Force [N] a front wheel'); 
title(['Force, F(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

 
%equations for calculating ode45 for a quarter vehicle model front wheel 
%bumps/pits 
%Fredrik De la Gardie m00_dek@m.kth.se 

  
function st = quartervehiclemodel_under_dog_front(t,u) 

  
global m mt k k_front_spring k_front_bushing kt c ct v s n L T f omega A w 

z_acc 
global zt_acc w_vector t_vector delta_k_vector delta_kt_vector bumpstop 

dx_bump k_vector 

  
c_rebound=[12000 5625 1892 2813 4762];      %damper coefficient rebound, 

wheel suspension [Ns/m] 
v_rebound=[0 0.05 0.13 0.5 0.98 1.4];       %damper velocity rebound [m/s] 
c_comp=[4000 1313 550 1000 2000];           %damper coefficient 

compression, wheel suspension [Ns/m] 
v_comp=[0 0.05 0.25 0.5 1 1.4];             %damper velocity compression 

[m/s] 

  
dx_bump=[0 -0.001 -0.01 -0.02 -0.03 -0.035 -0.04]-bumpstop; 
k_bump=[203000 49445 43450 105250 237000 536000 2000000]; 

  
z=u(1); zp=u(2); zt=u(3); ztp=u(4); %initial values 
%z = displacement of chassis 
%zp = velocity of chassis 
%zt = displacement of tyre 
%ztp = velocity of tyre 
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dz=z-zt; 
if dz <= -bumpstop 
    if dz <= dx_bump(1) && dz > dx_bump(2) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(1); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(2) && dz > dx_bump(3) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(2); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(3) && dz > dx_bump(4) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(3); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(4) && dz > dx_bump(5) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(4); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(5) && dz > dx_bump(6) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(5); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(6) && dz > dx_bump(7) 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(6); 
    else 
        k=k_front_bushing + k_bump(7); 
    end 

         
else 
    k=k_front_spring+k_front_bushing; 
end 

  
v_diff=abs(zp-ztp); 

  
if z-zt >= 0                        %rebound 
    if v_diff >= v_rebound(1) && v_diff < v_rebound(2) 
        c=c_rebound(1); 
    elseif v_diff >= v_rebound(2) && v_diff < v_rebound(3) 
        c=c_rebound(2);     
    elseif v_diff >= v_rebound(3) && v_diff < v_rebound(4) 
        c=c_rebound(3);  
    elseif v_diff >= v_rebound(4) && v_diff < v_rebound(5) 
        c=c_rebound(4);  
    else 
        c=c_rebound(5);  
    end 

         
else                                %compression 
    if v_diff >= v_comp(1) && v_diff <= v_comp(2) 
        c=c_comp(1); 
    elseif v_diff >= v_comp(2) && v_diff <= v_comp(3) 
        c=c_comp(2);     
    elseif v_diff >= v_comp(3) && v_diff <= v_comp(4) 
        c=c_comp(3);  
    elseif v_diff >= v_comp(4) && v_diff <= v_comp(5) 
        c=c_comp(4);  
    else 
        c=c_comp(5);  
    end 

     
end     %end of if rebound or compression  

  

  
if v*t<L %|| v*t>(L+n*s) 
    w = 0; 
    wp = 0; 
elseif v*t>L && v*t<(L+n*s) 
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    w = A*sin(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s)-A;                    %road 

disturbance [m] 
    wp = omega*A*cos(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s);             %derivate of road 

disturbance [m/s]         
elseif v*t>(L+n*s) && v*t<(L+n*s+L+L/2) 
    w = 0; 
    wp = 0; 
elseif v*t>(L+n*s+L+L/2) && v*t<(L+n*s+L+n*s+L/2) 
    w = -A*sin(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s)+A;                    %road 

disturbance [m] 
    wp = omega*A*cos(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s);             %derivate of road 

disturbance [m/s] 
elseif v*t>(L+n*s+L+n*s+L/2) && v*t<(L+n*s+L+n*s+L+L/2) 
    w = 0; 
    wp = 0; 
elseif v*t>(L+n*s+L+n*s+L+L/2) && v*t<(L+n*s+L+n*s+L+n*s+L/2) 
    w = A*sin(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s)-A;                    %road 

disturbance [m] 
    wp = omega*A*cos(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s);             %derivate of road 

disturbance [m/s] 
else 
    w = 0; 
    wp = 0; 
end 

  

  
zpp = (c*(ztp-zp)+k*(zt-z))/m; 
ztpp = (ct*(wp-ztp)+kt*(w-zt)+c*(zp-ztp)+k*(z-zt))/mt; 

  
st = [zp zpp ztp ztpp]';                    %vector output 

  
k_vector=[k_vector; k]; 
delta_k_vector=[delta_k_vector; z-zt]; 
delta_kt_vector=[delta_kt_vector; zt-w]; 
t_vector=[t_vector; t]; 
w_vector=[w_vector; w];                     %road disturbance saves 
z_acc=[z_acc; st(2)];                       %acceleration z saves 
zt_acc=[zt_acc; st(4)];                     %acceleration zt saves 
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Appendix F - Matlab Program, quarter car model for rear 
wheel and bumps and pit holes 

%main program for quarter vehicle model rear wheel 
%Fredrik De la Gardie fredrik@delagardie.com 
%road profile sinus bumps/pit holes 

  
close all; 
clear all; 
clc; 

  
global m mt k k_rear_spring k_rear_bushing kt c ct v s n L T f omega A w 

z_acc 
global zt_acc w_vector t_vector delta_k_vector delta_kt_vector bumpstop 

dx_bump k_vector 

  
k_vector=[]; 
delta_kt_vector=[]; 
delta_k_vector=[]; 
t_vector=[]; 
w_vector=[]; 
z_acc=[]; 
zt_acc=[]; 

  
%%%%%VEHICLE 

DATA%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
mt = 37.3;                              %mass of one wheel [kg] 
m = 570/2-mt;                           %mass of 1/4 of vehicle [kg] 
g = 9.81;                               %gravity 
k_rear_spring = 18500; 
k_rear_bushing = 6000; 
k = k_rear_spring + k_rear_bushing;     %spring coefficient, wheel 

suspension [N/m] 
kt = 190000;                            %spring coefficient, tyre [N/m] 

(p=2 bar) 
%c = 2400;                              %damper coefficient, wheel 

suspension [Ns/m] 
ct = 128;                                 %damper coefficient, tyre [Ns/m] 
bumpstop = 0.095;                       %distance when spring interacts 

with bumpstop [m] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
%%%%%VARIABLES FOR CHANGING THE ROAD PROFILE AND THE VELOCITY OF THE 

VEHICLE%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
v = 70/3.6;                %velocity of the vehicle [m/s] 
s = 5;                     %distance of one "period" of the road [m] 
n = 1;                      %number of periods 
A = 0.05/2;                   %amplitude of the road [m] 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

%%%%%% 

  
L=20;                       %distance before and after the road disturbance 

[m] 
T=s/v;                      %period time of the road [s] 
f=1/T;                      %frequency of the road [1/s] 
omega=(2*pi*f);             %angel frequency of the road [rad/s] 

  
tend=(L+n*s+L+n*s+L+n*s+L)/v;           %time to calculate [s] 
tin=[0 tend];               %time vector 
uin=[0 0 0 0];%[-(m*g/k+(m+mt)*g/kt) 0 -(m+mt)*g/kt 0];      %initial 

vector z=u(1); zp=u(2); zt=u(3); ztp=u(4); 

  
[Tout Uout]=ode45('quartervehiclemodel_under_dog_rear',tin,uin);  

%calculations of ode45, Uout = [z zp zt ztp] 

  
z = Uout(:,1);              %displacement of chassis 
z_prim = Uout(:,2);         %velocity of chassis 
zt = Uout(:,3);             %displacement of tyre 
zt_prim = Uout(:,4);        %velocity of tyre 

  
figure (1) 
plot(t_vector,w_vector);                %plotting road disturbance w(t) 
axis([0 tend -0.4 0.4]); 
xlabel('time [s]'); 
ylabel('distance [m]'); 
title(['road profile, w(t), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

  
s_vector=t_vector*v; 

  
figure (2) 
plot(s_vector,w_vector);                %plotting road disturbance w(s) 
axis([50 tend*v -0.4 0.4]); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('distance [m]'); 
title(['road profile, w(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

  
figure (3) 
plot(Tout*v,z);                         %plotting displacement of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
plot(Tout*v,zt,'r'); 
hold on 
plot(Tout*v,z-zt,'g') 
axis([0 tend*v -0.5 0.5]); 
legend('z (chassis)','z_t (tyre)','z-z_t'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('displacement [m]'); 
title(['displacement of chassis and tyre, s(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 

'km/h']) 
grid on 

  
figure (4) 
plot(Tout*v,z_prim);                         %plotting velocity of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
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plot(Tout*v,zt_prim,'r'); 
axis([0 tend*v -1 1]); 
legend('v_z (chassis)','v_z_t (tyre)'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('velocity [m/s]'); 
title(['velocity of chassis and tyre, v(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']) 
grid on 

  
figure (5) 
plot(s_vector,z_acc);                   %plotting accelerations of chassis 

and tyre 
hold on 
plot(s_vector,zt_acc,'r'); 
axis([0 tend*v -100 100]); 
legend('a_z (chassis)','a_z_t (tyre)'); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('acceleration [m/s^2]'); 
title(['acceleration of chassis and tyre, a(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 

'km/h']) 
grid on 

  

  
%Ntot = delta_k_vector*k + delta_kt_vector*kt; 
Ntot = z_acc*m + zt_acc*mt + g*(m+mt); 
figure (6) 
plot(s_vector,Ntot);                %plotting force F(s) 
axis([50 tend*v 0 5000]); 
xlabel('distance [m]'); 
ylabel('Normal Force [N] a rear wheel'); 
title(['Force, F(s), v = ',int2str(v*3.6), 'km/h']); 
grid on 

 

 
%equations for calculating ode45 for a quarter vehicle model rear wheel 
%bumps/pits 
%Fredrik De la Gardie m00_dek@m.kth.se 

  
function st = quartervehiclemodel_under_dog_rear(t,u) 

  
global m mt k k_rear_spring k_rear_bushing kt c ct v s n L T f omega A w 

z_acc 
global zt_acc w_vector t_vector delta_k_vector delta_kt_vector bumpstop 

dx_bump k_vector 

  
c_rebound=[3438 5089 1429 850];     %damper coefficient rebound, wheel 

suspension [Ns/m] 
v_rebound=[0 0.12 0.26 0.4 1.4];    %damper velocity rebound [m/s] 
c_comp=[1298 253 398];              %damper coefficient compression, wheel 

suspension [Ns/m] 
v_comp=[0 0.26 1 1.44];             %damper velocity compression [m/s] 

  
dx_bump=[0 -0.02 -0.03 -0.035 -0.0375 -0.04 -0.041]-bumpstop; 
k_bump=[61950 118250 225400 428200 743000 1461500]; 

  
z=u(1); zp=u(2); zt=u(3); ztp=u(4); %initial values 
%z = displacement of chassis 
%zp = velocity of chassis 
%zt = displacement of tyre 
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%ztp = velocity of tyre 

  
dz=z-zt; 
if dz <= -bumpstop 
    if dz <= dx_bump(1) && dz > dx_bump(2) 
        k=k_rear_bushing + k_bump(1); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(2) && dz > dx_bump(3) 
        k=k_rear_bushing + k_bump(2); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(3) && dz > dx_bump(4) 
        k=k_rear_bushing + k_bump(3); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(4) && dz > dx_bump(5) 
        k=k_rear_bushing + k_bump(4); 
    elseif dz <= dx_bump(5) && dz > dx_bump(6) 
        k=k_rear_bushing + k_bump(5); 
    else 
        k=k_rear_bushing + k_bump(6); 
    end 

         
else 
    k=k_rear_spring+k_rear_bushing; 
end 

  
v_diff=abs(zp-ztp); 

  
if z-zt >= 0                        %rebound 
    if v_diff >= v_rebound(1) && v_diff < v_rebound(2) 
        c=c_rebound(1); 
    elseif v_diff >= v_rebound(2) && v_diff < v_rebound(3) 
        c=c_rebound(2);     
    elseif v_diff >= v_rebound(3) && v_diff < v_rebound(4) 
        c=c_rebound(3);  
    else 
        c=c_rebound(4);  
    end 

         
else                                %compression 
    if v_diff >= v_comp(1) && v_diff <= v_comp(2) 
        c=c_comp(1); 
    elseif v_diff >= v_comp(2) && v_diff <= v_comp(3) 
        c=c_comp(2);     
    else 
        c=c_comp(3);  
    end 

     
end     %end of if rebound or compression  

  

  
if v*t<L %|| v*t>(L+n*s) 
    w = 0; 
    wp = 0; 
elseif v*t>L && v*t<(L+n*s) 
    w = A*sin(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s)-A;                    %road 

disturbance [m] 
    wp = omega*A*cos(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s);             %derivate of road 

disturbance [m/s]         
elseif v*t>(L+n*s) && v*t<(L+n*s+L+L/2) 
    w = 0; 
    wp = 0; 
elseif v*t>(L+n*s+L+L/2) && v*t<(L+n*s+L+n*s+L/2) 
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    w = -A*sin(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s)+A;                    %road 

disturbance [m] 
    wp = omega*A*cos(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s);             %derivate of road 

disturbance [m/s] 
elseif v*t>(L+n*s+L+n*s+L/2) && v*t<(L+n*s+L+n*s+L+L/2) 
    w = 0; 
    wp = 0; 
elseif v*t>(L+n*s+L+n*s+L+L/2) && v*t<(L+n*s+L+n*s+L+n*s+L/2) 
    w = A*sin(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s)-A;                    %road 

disturbance [m] 
    wp = omega*A*cos(omega*t+pi/2-2*pi*L/s);             %derivate of road 

disturbance [m/s] 
else 
    w = 0; 
    wp = 0; 
end 

  
zpp = (c*(ztp-zp)+k*(zt-z))/m; 
ztpp = (ct*(wp-ztp)+kt*(w-zt)+c*(zp-ztp)+k*(z-zt))/mt; 

  
st = [zp zpp ztp ztpp]';                    %vector output 

  
k_vector=[k_vector; k]; 
delta_k_vector=[delta_k_vector; z-zt]; 
delta_kt_vector=[delta_kt_vector; zt-w]; 
t_vector=[t_vector; t]; 
w_vector=[w_vector; w];                     %road disturbance saves 
z_acc=[z_acc; st(2)];                       %acceleration z saves 
zt_acc=[zt_acc; st(4)];                     %acceleration zt saves 

 

 


